The document contains diagrams of outdoor furniture pieces. It includes a patio bench, a table, and a children's play table. Each piece is accompanied by detailed dimensions and notes on materials and construction.

- **Patio Bench:**
  - Made from 4x4 wood posts and 2x6 lumber for the seat and backrest.
  - Includes a 3x6 tile in an upright position.
  - Foundations with bolts holding the concrete pieces.

- **Patio Table:**
  - Made from 2x6 and 3x6 wood, with a round, smooth surface.
  - Features a tile on top of square tiles of concrete benches.

- **Children's Play Table:**
  - Made from 3/4" plywood, exterior grade only.
  - Dimensions are provided for the top and sides.

Note: USE REDWOOD or CEDAR IF UNPAINTED, NATURAL FINISH IS DESIRED, or USE FIR or PINE WHEN PAINTED FINISH IS DESIRED.